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About This Game

VR Arcade Simulation Game in the school cafeteria, BullyStore !!!
Exciting! fun! We have to make food quickly!!!
Please make the food you want for the bullies.

you must make bullies into model students and send them back!
There is no time!! If you don't make them go back to the class in limited time, you will be fired from school.

Through the ability of teachers and dogs to help us
Change the bully students into the model students

Get as many points as you can !!!
Teachers and puppies will help you out to make bullies into model students and get scores as much as you can!

You can turn on or off the laser that can use the UI by pressing the left controller grip button.
After that, you can press the UI by pulling the Trigger button.

You can interact with objects with trigger buttons.
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Title: Bully Store
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
VERTEX HORIZON
Publisher:
NINE VR
Release Date: 30 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 / AMD FX™ 8350 equal or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equal or better

Storage: 541 MB available space

English,Korean
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One of my childhood games that I remember well! Really simple to understand and really fun to play! Doesn't take long to
compete it but I love the nostalgic feel that it gives me c:

8/10 - Really well made game, old but gold.. A purist twin-stick shooter: each level challenges you to survive and to obtain
maximum points.
Graphically excellent, with glow effects that are somehow not distracting.
Played this on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers, and I saw no technical issues in-game.
Xbox-type gamepad controller worked great, as expected in a twin-stick.
However, this is a tough game with no handicaps like powerups and equipment drops. You will be playing these short levels over
and over until you get good enough or lucky enough, to avoid every single enemy. That gets old pretty quick, even at the Easy
difficulty setting.
I also found the game did not reset the graphics correctly, although I have hopes that the developer will fix this soon.
This is not a real deep game, there is no story or quest or legacy system, it is just a really fine twin-stick shooter mechanic with
stunning graphics. It is truely a winner, compared to other games in this style.. almost as erotic as the game. If you like match 3
games, this is pretty good. Basically same as Simplz Zoo, except with a world wonder theme. Good powerups and extra elements
to match on the board like resources and background tiles. Pretty addictive little distraction.. When creating an RPG, one of the
most important things are the characters. While RPG making tools often come with their own standard characters, it can really
set a game apart if the game uses custom designed characters. But, for those of us like me who lack the ability to create custom
character portraits and character sprites, Game Character Hub is a godsend.

Basically, when you start the tool you create a type of character. Then you pick pieces from the proper character type, select
them, and shift their order around, until the character looks right. The character (or face portrait) is shown in the lower left-hand
corner, so you can quickly see what your result looks like.

Once you have a character, you can export it to use in the game or save the particular character, so you can re-load and edit it
later. This is a huge help, in case the character doesn't look exactly right, or if you want to make a similar character later.

And, what if you want a slew of similar characters? Say you want a lot of minor NPCs that look just a bit different? Game
Character Hub has you covered there. With one special Export command, you can create dozens or hundreds of characters (or
faces) which vary in color (such as hair color, eye color, clothing color), all from a single template. This is a great way to fill in
the roster of minor NPCs, very quickly.

Overall, it's an invaluable tool for character creation and I highly recommend it.. Same mission all over the game keep
repeating.. Game Ov--Level one, Begin.

This game is fun, hard as balls but fun. I refuse to accept that there are nine levels.

You play as a box collecting other boxes and avoiding everything else. You navigate another box and a constantly propelled
forward at ridiculous speed, you can stick to any side of the box and jump to the opposite side. If you collect enough boxes you
proceed to the next level, if you hit something you start all over again on the first level. Everything is executed perfectly, the
music and sound effects are fitting and don’t get repetitive, the graphics are great: you always feel like your going stupidly fast
and everything is clearly defined, the controls are precise: every time you 'die' its your fault. Everything fits together nicely for a
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really fun experience, and the skill curve makes you want to keep coming back for more.. This is so much fun. I spent a bunch
of time playing it today when I should have been working. This is going to be my lunch hour game for a while to come. Nice job
all round. The range of alien designs reminds me of Atari's "Space Duel"; always something new and shiny to shoot and\/or be
surprised by.
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The game is good, get the DLC when they are dirt cheap!. TLDR:

A charming fantasy adventure RPG highly reminiscent of the classic masterpiece, Ultima 7: The Black Gate (arguably the best
of the series), albeit with more tongue-in-cheek humor.

Review:

Driftmoon is a 3rd-person isometric fantasy adventure game with light RPG elements that never takes itself too seriously. The
plot is fantasy-standard stuff: village destroyed, chase down the big bad with the companions you acquire one-by-one, maybe
even fall in love along the way, and it does so with tongue firmly planted in cheek. That's not to say that this is a silly game or a
parody, but that the game has a very light-hearted feel to it, as opposed to say, Diablo or Dark Souls; this game doesn't want to
punish you for playing it. I compare it to the masterpiece Ultima 7 both because they are each a mix of dark themes and humor,
they each have the top-down oblique view of the world, but also because Ultima 7 was a clear inspiration in that the "Hoe of
Doom" from Ultima 7 makes a cameo in Driftmoon.

While there are a range of difficulties you can play at - to adjust the challenge of combat to your taste - the overall difficulty of
the puzzles and exploration seems aimed at the new adventurer or casual RPGer, and I think it does it in a way that does not
require the typical level grind pervasive in so many hardcore RPGs. In fact, the designers even provide a cheat for you to use at
your discretion to boost your levels as you wish, should you be unable to overcome a particular boss; this is part of what I mean
by a very light-hearted experience in that the game is fairly forgiving if you don't do things just right. There are also a mind-
boggling number of add-ons provided with the game to tailor it to your desired experience.

What I liked about Driftmoon:

 I liked the tone of the game; particularly with so many adventure games having a very dark feel to it.

 I liked that there was enough game here to provide almost 10 hours of entertainment without requiring me to spend
hours grinding mobs to level up.

 I really liked the add-ons and user-designed levels that came with the game, that ultimately helped not only tailor the
experience of the main game, but helped extend the play beyond the main game. Unfortunately, some of the user-
designed experiences are better than others.

What I didn't care for about Driftmoon:

 I felt that the differentiation between the combat skills you could acquire was not great. It felt like they were trying for
different play styles but the balancing between the different play styles felt uneven. For example, the tools are there for
you to be an archer, but the implementation is so clumsy so eventually give up and go bash the monster in the face.

 The silver feather collection mechanism was a bit too clunky for my taste, both in implementation and design. The game
gives you no real reason to collect these, and as they can be a bit challenging to find, you may not even try all that hard to
do so. Yet if you do not collect them in sufficient quantity, you'll deeply regret it later.

. After I got the 3rd's sword, I acquired the power to defend or reflect attacks. But while I was  trying to defeat the dragon, I
found out that I cannot defeat it with agressive attacks, so I tried using defensive attacks 

but I found out that it wouldn't work. Due to this, I cannot advance in game. I do hope that the developers will look into this..
Great game, made me♥♥♥♥♥in the first 3 seconds. Would reccomend this game to everyone if you want to have a good time!.
Love at first sight. I saw one of these beauties at the IRM (Illinois Railway Museum, Union, IL) sitting there. Sadly people
added graffiti by using their hands on the dust. It was sad to see the messages on it. xD. This is a decent Point & Click game if
you can tolerate completely absurd puzzles but it wasn't for me.. This is the game where you actually understand how hard it is
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to use a jetpack.. A really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing well done, polished asf god game. I played it originally on PSVR and
now decided to download it on steam. PC version is fun but I know what i'll be playing when i get my VIVE ;). pretty gud
fighting 2D fighting game i must say my favorite Character is Kokonoe
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